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1933

HERE
The great free trade unions of Germany were this
morning taken over by the Nazis, their headquarters and

branch offices occupied, their leaders arrested, their
newspapers seized, and their bank put under a Nazi
Commissioner.
"LONDON TIMES" 3/5/33

LEARNING FOR TODAY
FROM YESTERDAY
A DISCUSSION OF EVENTS IN THE GREAT DEPRESSION
Y W C A CENTRE

^89 ELIZABETH STREET

(IN ROOM 10 - 3RD FLOOR)
AT 8.00PM ON

TUESDAY JUNE 16TH 1987
SPEAKERS

Dr CHARLES FOX
(WHO GAINED HIS PHD. FOR A STUDY OF THE UNEMPLOYED)

PETER LOVE

(AUTWORCFLABOUR AN) "flEMOI€YPOWER)|

'.

JACK HUTSON
(AUIUOR OF

CGLO^^jY TO PENAL POICRS")

ALL WELCOME - QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION

A Federal Election was held on October 12th, 1929.
The result made electoral history.
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For the first - and only time

— the Prime Minister, - Stanley Bruce - lost his seat as did' four
of■his Ministers.

Labor - under the leadership of Jim Scullin -

won a^Nlandslide victory — winning 46 out of the 75 seats in the
House of Representatives.

There was no election for the Senate so Labor took office holding

only 7 of the 35 seats in that Chamber.

Two years - and one month later -.the Government was defeated in
Parliament and forced to an early election - held oii December
19th, 1931.

The result was a disaster for Labor.
- four of

The Party won only 13 seats g-

them in Victoria.

What happened in the two year life of this Government is of particular
importance in relation to the crisis of 1986.

From the day of its birth the Government faced the enormous problem
of the great depression.

How to handle the many difficulties caused divisions - especially
after the Bank of England sent a delegation headed by Sir Otto
Niemeyer to examine the economy and recommend a programme to cope
with

the crisis.

It was feared in the U.K. that Australia would default on loan

interest payments to London bondholder's.

Sir Otto's recommendations were opposed by the Federal Executive

of the ALP, by the ACTU and State Labor Executive.

A split developed in the Federal Labor Caucus - on May 7th, 1931,
Joe Lyons (with Fenton) left the ALP Cabinet and joined with the
opposition as leader of a new party - the United Australia Party.

On June 10th, 1931, a Premiers' Conference unanimously adopted the•
Niemeyer plan.

As well as Jim Scullin - three Labor Premiers -

New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia - voted for it.
Under the weight of internal divisions all four Governments
disintegrated and were subseguently voted out of office.

■ ' '1

IT'S Aa BEEN SAID BEFORE

FROM 1930-31 BUDGET SPEECH

Labor's Budget to th!'LsToVBlpr"e!!tatrv«.
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THEY BIT THE HAND THAT FED THEM
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Some members of the La'bor party, acting from the
highest.motives (in the great majority of cases, at least
members of the party acted, despite sneers, in sincere
good faith, believing in the value to Australia of what

they were doing), immersed themselves too deeply in
these tariff interests. Afterwards they found that pro
mises of employment for the workless people in their
electorates too often had not materialised. In many
cases the manufacturers they were helping were not only
making fat profits, but were handing some of these pro
fits to the Nationalist party funds, and fighting the
unions on the smallest issues concerning wages and coiditions.
money power
-■•■i
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Australian Worker, 11 February 1931
'The impression is growing in London that, if Mr. Scuilin meets Parliament with a
strong policy of economy and retrenchment, a substantial loan will be made
available.' — London cable. The Tempter; 'Just do what 1 wish you to do, Jimmy,
and you can have as much money as you want — at the usual price, of course.'

. The it\famous premiers ploti resolution earned on June lOth, 1931. PAGE ^
,

These measures, drastic as they may appear, are the first essentials to the

restoration of prosperity and the re-employment of our workless people.
■ The necessary sacrifice is due to national inability to pay, and it must,
therefore, be shared by alL

The Conference has accordingly provided a conversion plan under which
bond-holders may make their contribution to the general sacrifice by
themselves accepting the lower rate of interest which the.existing position
makes unavoidable.

The Conference therefore appeals to all sections ofthe people to recognise

the position, and, in the interests of the nation to accept the sacrifices which
are involved.

A National Appeal Executive, consisting of the Prime Minister, the
Leader of the Opposition, and the Chairman of the Commonwealth Bank
Board, is appointed by this Conference, to direct the conversion
campaign,

^• The plan agreed up>on is an indivisible whole and the carrying out ofany

one part is dependent upon the carr>'ing out of all parts.

2. It involves sacrifices by every member of the community, and the
Conference appeals to all sections of the people to recognise the position,
and to accept these sacrifices as a national duty.
REDUCTION OF INTEREST

3. To the bond-holder the plan involves a reduction ofinterest by 22'/: per
cent but it safeguards the capital of the investor.

PUBLIC SERVICE WAGES CUT
4. To the Government employee the plan involves a reduction, which with
reductions already effected represents an average of20 percent, but it makes
—his posrtion;"and"fataTe~emoluments, mtrch moreiseeufe.

—

WAR PENSIONERS HIT
5. To the war pensioner, the plan involves a reduction of20 per cent(in
some cases less), but it removes the danger of any sudden stoppage, and
provides security for future payments.

OTHERS DOWN BY \2Vi%

,6. To the invalid and ,old age pensioner the plan involves a reduction in
most cases of 12Vi per cent, but it removes the danger of any sudden
stoppage, and provides security for future payments.

7. To all ofthese a large part ofthe reduction is counterbalanced by the fall
in prices, and in the cost of living.
FALSE HOPE FOR UNEMPLOYED

8. To the unemployed, the plan provides for a restoration of employment,
and in the meantime makes more secure the continuation of sustenance
relief.

9. With the sacrifice distributed over the whole community in this manner,
with the lead of Govemments followed by all citizens, with the revival of
business confidence and activity, a sure foundation will have been laid for the
restoration of general prosperity in Australia

JOHN CURTIN WAS A VIGOROUS OPPONENT OF THE NIEMEYER PLAN
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On the eve of the Premiers' Conference he said;

"If we cannot implement our own programme, we should
get out, and not function as dirty-bottle washers .for

Lyons^ . .. If ^e present plan is the only alternative to
national collapse, then let the Plan be directed and ad
ministered by its authors and advocates. . . . I feel that
Federal Labor has been led into the mud of a moral coali

tion, involving retraction of all we have said, and entire
agreement with all that Mone.y Power has proclaimed.'''—

IN ANOTHER COMMENT HE SHOWED HE HAD A VISION OF WHAT WOULD FLOW
OUT OF THE ADOPTION OF THE PLAN

"I could tolerate a Nationalist Government doing this
thing, but a Labor Government that would become re
sponsible for legalising coercion on wages and pensions
without compulsion oh bond-holders is brazenly treach
erous. . . .The proper course is to resign, rather than

stultify the movement and be dishonoured for a genera
tion."

FROM 1931-32 BUDGET SPEECH
Labor's 1931-32 Budget was presented to Parliament by E.G. Theodore
(Treasurer).

Again - his words are echoed today. He said:

"Australia and many other countries are passing
through critical times."

"The outstanding causes of the trouble have been
beyond the control of the Government. The effects

of the external monetary system have been dogging
our steps at every turn."

"All our attempts in the last twelve months to
stimulate a recovery of trade, to maintain the

stability and usefulness of our credit structure,
to restore employment, and to secure to the workers

and the primary producers thpir assured reward,
have been frustrated by external events and
influences."

The Budget implemented the cuts adopted by the Premiers' Conference
- Among them were:

★

OLD AGE AND INVALID PENSIONS WERE REDUCED BY 2/6 PER WEEK
PUBLIC SERVANTS WAGES WERE REDUCED BY AROUND 20%

*

MATERNITY ALLOWANCE WAS REDUCED FROM £5 TO £4 - AND CUT OUT WHERE
THE PARENTS INCOME WAS ABOVE £5 PER WEEK

i

* PENSIONS PAID TO INMATES OF LUNATIC ASYLUMS WAS REDUCED BY SIXPENCE

PER WEEK! I - FROM 5/6 to 5/* THE RATE OF PAYMENT TO STATE INSTITUTIONS FOR MAINTAINANCE OF

PENSIONER INMATES WAS REDUCED FROM 14/6 to 12/6 PER WEEK.
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Australian Worker, 27 August 1930

Dead men pay no interest. Give me my living pound of flesh!

INTEREST PAID IN THE WORST
YEARS OF THE DEPRESSION i
WAR DEBT

1914-18

INTEREST PAID ON WAR DEBT

1928-29

$591,000,000

$31,200,000

1929-30

$579,800,000

$30,600,000

1930-31

$570,740,000

$30,800,000

1931-32

$532,000,000

$24,780,000

1932-33

$566,200,000

$24,530,000

JOE LYONS - BUDGET SPEECH

OCTOBER ^TH. 1933

He told the Parliament when introducing the 1933-34 Budget:
"The world depression affected Australia very
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early."

The people of Australia were sufficiently wise
and patriotic to make immediate sacrifices in the

hope of securing some stability in a shifting
world.

This hope has largely been fulfilled, and the
position of Australia, and of the Australian

people as a whole, compares favourably with that
of most, if not all, of the countries of the
world."

THIS WAS A TOTALLY FALSE STATEMENT.
THE 20% WAGE CUT REDUCED SPENDING POWER. DEEPENED AND PROLONGED
THE DEPRESSION.
THE PREMIER'S PLAN PREDICTIONS
WERE PROVED TRAGICALLY WRONG.
THE RESULT-OF THE CENSUS TAKEN IN 1933 REVEALED THE FULL

HORROR OF THE DEPRESSION. OF A WORKFORCE OF 2,145,000 =
481,000 WERE UNEMPLOYED (28.9%) = 371,000 OF THEM HAD
BEEN IDLE BETWEEN 2 AND 4 YEARS.

Another result of the CENSUS was to show the level of income of

3,148,00 persons in the population classified as wage and salary earners
and the self employed, pensioners, and persons of independent
ineans.

*

392,000 HAD NO INCOME AT ALL

*

874,000 LESS THAN £ 1

*

572,000 OVER "£1

PER WEEK

BUT LESS THAN £ 2.

THE PLAN CALLED FOR "UNIVERSAL SACRIFICE" - THE SAME WORDS ARE
USED TODAY - BUT EXPERIENCE 55 YEARS AGO SHOWS THAT SUCH CALLS
MUST FAIL UNLESS DRASTIC STEPS ARE TAKEN TO CONTROL BIG BUSINESS

Two YEARS AFTER THE CUTS THE'MELBOURNE 'HERALD' IN AN EDITORIAL
(3-5-1933) SAID:

//r ^

Each passing week brings fresh evidence
of the deepening concern of all sections of
the people to find adequate means for
putting an end to human want and misery.
The national adversity is not the serious
interest of any one class. Many have not
felt the real severity of the position.
The suffering has not been distributed

evenly; it never has been and probably
never will be."

i

UNEMPLOYMENT AND POVERTY

1933

"DRIVEN TO BEGGING
A BODY" -

WAGES IN

«

"SUN" 21/11/1933

Case of Returned Mert-i;

AUSTRALIA

Deplored by Council'

1929 to 1941

niHERE. was strong criticism of the

Weighted average nominal weekly
-

- rates - December 31 st

po.sition in which returned solciiers have been left at ColUngwood

1929

Council last night. Cr. Kane said that
.soldier.s had been sent away under

Males $10.20 - Females $5.41
10 per cent cut '

that their jobs would be all right and
that they would be looked after for

false pretences. They had bwn told
all time. Actually

they had

been

treated most unfairly.

The council had before it an appli
cation from CAllingwood sub-branch

WAGE CUT
The

Commonwealth

Court

of

of the Returned Soldiep' League for
a collecting licence under the. Lneipployed legisbtion with the object, of
seeking funds to assist unemployed

Arbitration after a protracted hearing
awarded a 10 p>er cent reduction in all
railway wages which were the subject
of the case, operative from the 1st

"Bushranging Act"

February 1931.

("^R. DUMMETT (a returned soldier):

•

This Judgement was followed by
others, making the same reduction in
practically all wages and salaries
which were determined by Federal
award This reduction of 10 per cent

was in addition to the "automatic"

adjustment to falling prices, and made
, the total reduction over 20 per cent on
the wage of 1929.

Wages under Statejurisdiction were

gradually brought into line, except in
New

South

Wales

where

no

returned soldiers. *

(COMMONWEALTH,YEAR BOOK
NO. 26 - 1933 PAGE 886.)

. •

;

^ I am sorry that the returned sol
diers have had to come down to .this.
Instead of being treated as they de
serve they have had to turn to going
round collecting in a body.
Cr. Rutnven, V.C.: We have a good

fighting committee in Victoria, but we

have had very little succe^with. the
Repatriation Department The Emer
gency Act In so far as it applies to
soldiers has proved to be one of. me

biggest
bushranging
efforts
ever -made.
The council
decided
to give
a collecting licence for three months. -

.

L£TTER to EDITC« "SUN" 27/10/1933

adjustment was made in State awards
for some time.

_

I am

one of four

brothers who served with tlie A.I.F..
Iwo of whom were killed in action,

causing my parents to have a complete
breakdown.

Medical expense.s and en-

1931
Males $8.69 - Females $4.75

fbrced holidays reduced their, savings to

1932

nil. On my return home, I vyas met by
a. father and mother broken both in
liealth and pocket. 'My deferred pay

Males $8.19 - Females $4.42

1939
Males $9.53 - Females $5.29

Return to 1929 money level
of wages took 12 years.
1941
Males $10.43 - Females $5.82.

and gratuity went to make a home for
them, and now. because they are pen

sioners, their home, bought

wiib .Tiiy

blood money, ntust be surrendered. I;
am unemployed, but because my parents;
receive
17/6 each a week, I am re
fused sastenance work, and not fllven a

chance to help cithdT them or myself.
—FOR KING AND COUNTRY
larat).

(Bal-
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THE BLACKBURN

June, 1987

MEMORIAL LECTURE

Maurice Blackburn remains in people's memories although he

died 40 years ago. After he died, for several years, a pilgrimage
was made to his grave, a usual demonstration of respect in
which members of all political parties, members of the judiciary
and ordinary people paid a tribute to this remarkable man.
Maurice Blackburn died at the age of 64 - a relatively young

man. Though a lawyer by profession his activities were political.
As a young man he was prominent in the Socialist Party; being for
a time editor of their paper, the Socialist. He also played a

leading part in the Anti-Conscription Campaigns of 1916 and 1917.
During the twenties and thirties In two decades when political
life in Australia was in the doldrums Maurice Blackburn was a

■ leading spokesman for Peace and Civil Liberties in the State
Parliament and then in the Federal Parliament from 1934-43.

His pre-selection ballots often created more excitement
than State and Federal elections. Every time he stood for pre

selection powerful vested interests such as supporters of John
Wren and the Liguor interests used their influence inside the Labor
Movement to oppose him. The state executive of the A.L.P. was

dominated during this period by the groups who later left the

- ■

A.L.P. and became the D.L.P. These groups constantly brought
Blackburn before the State Executive on various charges. Twice
he was excluded from the A.L.P.
t

Fortunately for Blackburn he had a devoted band of supporters

who worked for- him tooth and n^ail. He won his pre-selection.
Through these tempestuous years Maurice Blackburn remained
tolerant and cheerful, 'two characteristics he always showed. Although

he was basically a pessimist expecting the worst events occurred
which surprised him enabling his basic cheerfulness to show itself.
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Now, the Blackburn Bequest Committee and the Coburg City
Council have started an annual lecture

- the Blackburn Memorial

Lecture and on Saturday 28th May, 1987 at the Coburg Community
Library the first one was delivered by the Prime Minister Mr. R.J.
Hawke.

The theme was the life, works and philosophy of Maurice

Blackburn and their ^jiicicability to today's society and the
Australian Labor Party.

The Coburg City Council has established the Blackburn Annual

Lecture series,following the spirit of the will of the late Doris
Blackburn, widow of M.M.Blackburn.

The Coburg Council believes that the lecture series will

not only do justice to the memory and views of Maurice Blackburn

but will provide inspiration for the Labor movement for many
years to come.

ANNIVERSARY FESTIVITY OF THE MELBOURNE TRADES HALL

Delegates of the Trades Hall Council and members of our

Society gathered in the old Ballroom of the Trades Hall on

Thursday, 21st May to remember the 128th anniversary of the opening
of a Trades Hall on this site.

Mr John Arrowsmith presided at the meeting. He introduced

Mr. James Munro who moved the toast of the evening, a toast to the

pioneers. Mr Munro was himself a pioneer, having been active on
behalf of the workers for more'than sixty years. He was arrested
by the police in 1930 when a member of the Militant Minority Movement,

Jim Munro later became Secretary of the Liquor Trades Union

which provided the food

and drink at our evening, something for

which we are appreciative.
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RED NORTH

A Conference on the Early History of North Queensland

During the weekend Saturday to Monday 6- 8 June an oral
history conference will be held in Townsville.

The conference will be addressed by activists who were
- i-nvolved in the labour movement between 1920 and 1950- in North ■

Queensland. A record is to be kept of the proceedings and students
from the James Cook University History Department will attend
the deliberations.

MELBOURNE GREEKS & LABOUR POLITICS
*

by Lyle Allen (cont from No.145 April,1987)
Greek ethnics are likely to make gains in Collingwood, Port
Melbourne and even Richmond Council elections as well as Northcote.

Greek-ethnic representation is important for the ALP on inner

Melloourne councils in the sense that the organization it helps
maintain will ensure that the ALP continues to be the majority party
throughout-the area. It will also help Greek-ethnics, because they
will have access to decision making and the use of municipal services.
In addition, council employment has ofteh been a reward for loyal
ALP service, and it is to be expected that once Greek-ethnics have

made their mark in inner Melbourne councils many Greek activists will
be so rewarded for party services.

The actions of Greek-ethnics in the Victorian ALP can be.

compared with those of Irish-ethnics before 1955. They are now playing
the machine politics of an earlier era: Greek-ethnics, rather than

Irish-ethnics,-are now motivated towards organization in the

interests of party power, and in the pre-selection of candidates
at the parliamentary level as well' as at the municipal level. If

the establishment of ethnic branches and the Northcote Council pre
selections

of 1977 are seen as the first effective use of Greek

power, then the election of Greek-born Theo Sidiropoulos in the

Legislative Assembly district of Richmond in 1977 may in the long
term be seen as the event with the greatest significance in the use

of this power. The capture of a state parliamentary seat is probably
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symbolically as important to Melbourne Greeks as the election of the
first Irish Mayor of Boston was to Irish-ethnics in Massachusetts.

The pre-selection of Sidiropoulos demonstrated the ability of

Greek-ethnics to obtain ALP endorsement for winnable parliamentary
seats, and has sustained continued Greek-ethnic organizations in
the Victorian ALP.

The election of Sidiropoulos represents more than a breakthrough
for Greeks in politics. It is perhaps the greatest symbol of ethnic
change, not only within the ALP but in inner Melbourne generally,
McKenna (1979) wrote of Richmond:

The real change has been in the people, in the strong

drift to a cosmopolitan community with a heavy leavening of
Greeks and .Italians. It is perhaps symbolic of the trend
that the local State MP is a Mr.Sidiropoulos. Not
McSidiripoulos, or 0'Sidiropoulos. Not even Michael

Patrick Sidiripoulos or Francis Xavier Sidiropoulos.It's
a wonder that Church spire on the hill is still standing.

The real change in the Victorian ALP is that the party now
realises that it can no longer ignore participation by non-Anglo
ethnic groups in its affairs. The failure of an Italian-ethnic
to obtain pre-selection for a winnable federal seat in 1966 can

now be forgotten. An Italian-ethnic was in fact the first migrant
from continental Europe to be endorsed for a safe seat by the
Victorian ALP. Giovanni Sgro, a left-wing party worker and official
of the Italian welfare organization Federazione Italiana Lavoratori
Emigrati e do loro Famiglie (FILEF.) was endorsed for the safe

Legislative Copncil province of Melbourne North to succeed retiring
upper house opposition leader J.W.Galbally earlier in 1977. Sgro
was elected in 1979 at the expiry of Galbally's term, and made
history by being the first member of the state parliament to
deliver a maiden speech in Italian, a fine symbolic gesture to
Victoria's large population of Italian descent.

The 1979 state election saw not only the victory of Sgro and
the re-election of Sidiropoulos. Also elected was Dutch-born ALP

candidate Peter Spyker for the marginal Legislative Assembly seat
of Heatherton. Spyker became Victorian Minister for Immigration and
Ethnic Affairs in May 1982. Two additional Dutch-born ALP candidates
were elected at the April,1982 state elections. Barrister Louis Hill
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won the Legislative Assembly seat of Warrandyte and high school
deputy principal Tony Van Vliet won the Legislative Council

province of Waverley. (Van Vliet died in October 1982). Non-Anglo
ethnics have been successful at two Legislative Assembly byelections for the ALP since April, 1982. Croatian-born technical
teacher George Seitz won Keilor in July 1982. Eddie Micallef,

Australian-born with Maltese parents and a former occupational
health and safety officer with the Amalgamated Metals Workers

and Shipwrights Union, won Springvale in March, 1983.

Two non-Anglo migrants were successful in Victoria as ALP

parliamentary candidates at the federal elections of October 1980.

Politics lecturer Andrew Theophanous, a Greek-Cypriot, won the
safe ALP seat of Burke, which includes the heavily industrial
outer

Melbourne suburb of Broadmeadows. Yugoslav-born station

master Lewis Kent won the marginal electorate of Hotham, in

Melbourne's south-east 'sandbelt' region, from the Liberal incumbent.
Kent was active in the pre-intervention Victorian ALP New Australian

Committee, the only migrant member of that body to win a parliamentary
seat. A" third migrant candidate in 1980 was narrowly defeated,
Italian-born solicitor John Scomparin, a former Croxton branch member,
failed by a small margin to win Diamond Valley, a middle-class
electorate in north-east outer Melbourne.

The- future appeal of theALP -to non-Anglo -ethnic voters -is

likely to depend, to some degree, on the development of appropriate

policies. The establishment of the Ethnic Affairs Policy Committee
represents such an attempt. Education policies, particularly

multicultural' education and the teaching of community languages
in schools, have much appeal, but the committee has faced many
difficulties in developing policies in other areas. The slowness in
developing appropriate ethnic industrial policies is possibly a
reflection of the fact that untiL'recently few trade union officials
have been of non-Anglo migrant background. Foreign policy is one
area where the potential exists for migrant groups to force a radical
reassessment, especially of traditional pro-British policies.

This potential has not yet been realised in the Victorian ALP. The
party has normally been obligue in its attempts to formulate

policies appropriate to particular ethnic communities, partly because
it fears resentment by Anglo-Australians but also because particular
policies may have a conflicting impact on different ethnic groups.

-
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ALP support' for 'even-handed' policies in the Middle East is at

least in part -an attempt to avoid offence to large numbers of
non-Anglo ethnic electors. In general non-Anglo ethnic electors

are likely to vote for the ALP because they identify with its

'guality of life' policies, rather than because it promotes
particularly 'ethnic' policies.

The fut^ire-of ethnic politics in the Victorian -ALP-is- as«iare<^,
but its future form remains uncertain. Some older generation ALP

members with pre-1955 memories are fearful of the party again being
dominated by Irish Catholics. Irish-descended Catholics now appear
to be joining the Victorian ALP in greater numbers than at any
time since the 1955 split. Catholics are represented among several
prominent ALP Victorian parliamentarians, including Pauline Toner

in the outer-Melbourne lower house seat of Greensborougli, and Frank
Sheehan in the provincial electorate of Ballarat South. In 1980

the votes of Irish-Australian Catholics probably won the Victorian
ALP two rural seats in the House of Representatives, John Mildren

winning Ballarat and Barry Cunningham taking McMillan. Both

successful

candidates were anti-abortion Catholics, and had strong

appeal to Catholic voters. Recent gains by Irish-descended Catholics

in the Victorian ALP do not suggest a return to the position
existing before 1955. The decline and dispersal of the Irish-ethnic

proportion of Victoria's population will ensure that, as long as the
party is able to maintain and increase its. membership from other

. r:

ethnic groups, Irish machines will not again dominate the Victorian
ALP. Fears of Irish dominance, while groundless, have been a factor in

the relatively recent encouragement of ethnic ALP membership, but
the more pragmatic among the ALP's extra-parlimentary organization
see electoral benefits for the party if it can appeal to more than
just Anglo-Australians, Greeks and Italians. Some ALP officials thus

believe there is great potential for the party to form branches

representing a wider variety of ethnic groups, particularly among
Yugoslavs in Melbourne's western suburbs, and Arabs in Melbourne's

north-west (few Yugoslavs or Arabs are currently members of the ALP).

It is unlikely to happen among more recent immigrants, particularly
those from South-East Asia. Like the eastern Europeans, many
Vietnamese migrants support the anti-communism (or at least the anti-

Soviet communism) of the Liberal Party. The future of non-Greek

ethnic branches is doubtful unless supported by large and stable
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ethnic populations. Thus a Spanish-speaking ethnic branch, formed
in the Flemington area and consisting largely of South Americans, has

a limited future because of the low level of Spanish-speaking

immigration, whereas an Arabic-speaking branch, formed in Collingwood
in 1981, could be the prototype for other Arabic-speaking branches.
Many of Melbourne's more militant Arabs could be natural supporters of

the Socialist Left faction, though the ALP might also seem insufficiently
-'militant—and'—tfrey may-prefer to join Trotski'st (and other)—fringe partrres,
Greek branches have been the most successful. They may no longer

be vital to the pre-selection of Greek-ethnic candidates,but they still
have an important role to play in pre-selection contests.Northcote

councillor Socrates Papadopoulos, Monash arts graduate and member of the
Greek Westgarth branch, believes that in the longer .term Greek branches

will continue to exist and maintain their cultural traditions, although
in twenty years

time English rather

than Greek will be the language

of branch meetings.

Greek ethnics are the principal beneficiaries of ethnic policies
in the Victorian ALP. Melbourne is often described as the third-

largest Greek city (after Athens and Salonica) in the world, and Greeks
are therefore likely to be prominent in the government of those

suburban areas with substantial Greek-Australian populations. By

the end of the 1980's several ALP councils in inner Melbourne may
be predominately Greek-Australian. Many of Victoria's ALP

parliamentarians, as well as much of the membership of its extraparliamentary organization, will in future be of Greek descent.
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